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Executive Summary
Threadless is an online design community and ecommerce website where people
can submit, critique, and score designs and slogans. Winning designs and slogans
get printed on t-shirts, hoodies, wallets and other items, which are available for
purchase. Threadless is currently undergoing a thorough website re-design with the
goal of strengthening the community aspect of the site. However, the needs and
motivations behind current community involvement on the Threadless website are
relatively unknown.
Our initial interview with the Threadless design and development team gave us a
starting point for understanding a little bit about the Threadless user base. After this
conversation, members of our research group recruited interviewees from their
respective personal networks. These subsequent semi-structured interviews were
conducted using an interview protocoln and focused on three categories of
Threadless users - shoppers, community contributors, and designers - in order to
determine how they use Threadless and what motivated different levels of user
participation in the community. Interview notes were then collected, reviewed and
analyzed by our team via a group interpretation session. We recorded over-arching
themes and general notes, which form the basis for our findings and
recommendations.
Our key findings from our interviews included insights about the design community
and the motivations for visiting Threadless, and Threadless use patterns. In
summation, we found that those participants who reported participating in the
community aspects of the site, though supportive of the idea and opportunities
Threadless represented, were more likely to be critical and feel less committed to
the community. Our recommendations then are for Threadless to create and
improve upon tools that help solicit greater community involvement, while
resolving some of the concerns raised by current community participants and
designers through such actions as revising the print design criteria.
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Introduction
Threadless is an online designer community and e-commerce website where people
can submit, critique, score designs and slogans. All submitted signs are voted upon
and those with sufficient votes “win” and are printed on the t-shirts, hoodies, and a
variety of other products, which are then made available for purchase. The primary
users of the Threadless website consist of designers who submit their designs,
community contributors who score and critique the designs, and shoppers who
purchase the design products; these categories are by no means exclusive and often
overlap.
Currently, Threadless is undergoing a thorough website re-design with the goal of
strengthening the community aspect of the site. However, the needs and
motivations behind current community involvement on the Threadless website are
relatively unknown. For the redesign to succeed, Threadless will need a thorough
understanding of the successful and unsuccessful aspects of the current site.
Accordingly, the goal of this set of stakeholder interviews and personas is to expand
our understanding of the community aspects of the website.
Specifically, the focus of this study was to understand what motivates users to come
to Threadless, why they return to the site, their general usage patterns and
involvement on Threadless, and to learn how different user types view the
Threadless community. Information about user demographics and general
characteristics was sought, as Threadless has not had the opportunity to conduct
extensive user research up to this point. This information will guide the re-design of
the website to ensure that changes made are user-focused and enhance the
elements that prompt site visitors to become active Threadless community
participants.

Methods
From our client interview, we were told that the user-population for Threadless
consisted mostly of the “t-shirt demographic”. Specific information regarding the
population was not made available to us. From conversations with our client
contacts and from personal experience with the site, we believed that our ideal
target population would likely be in their 20s to early 30s, relatively tech savvy in
the online environment, and employed in relatively informal environments. Having
discussed the site with our client contact and reviewed the functions ourselves
through the creation of the interaction map, we were aware of three general types of
people who would be users of the Threadless site and community:
A Designer was defined as someone who had actually submitted designs to
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the Threadless site for consideration and had his designs voted on by other
community members. It was not necessary for a designer to have had his
design ultimately produced; simply having gone through the creation and
submission/feedback process was an important action for our site.
A Contributor was our term for someone who had not necessarily submitted
artwork or t-shirt designs to the Threadless website, but who had voted
and/or commented on the designs on the Threadless site.
A Shopper was someone who visited Threadless primarily to browse and
buy t-shirts and other designed goods. A shopper was not considered an
active contributor (did not vote or comment) and also did not submit designs
as a designer.
Recruiting Methods
Each group member used their personal networks (family, friends, Google+ and
Twitter) to find potential interviewees — people who had used Threadless in three
distinct (though sometimes overlapping) ways — as a designer, contributor or
shopper. After initial contact was made, appointment times were set via phone,
email and social media channels.
Interview Format & Methods
We conducted five full interviews, using a standardized (semi-structured) interview
protocol [Appendix A] that our research team drafted collaboratively. Most
interviews were conducted via Skype or phone. In one case (U6), a person-to-person
interview was not possible. However, U6 was able to answer the interview
questions through email. We decided to use her information as supplemental in
building our personas and scenarios. Our team focused mostly on the five
voice/video interviews conducted as the core of our analysis and research.
Subjects/Participants
#

Sex

Age

Education

Occupation

State/Country

Urban vs. Rural

Language

U1

M

27

BA

Graphic Designer,
pro sports team

Ohio/US

Urban

English

U2

M

26

MSI

User Experience Analyst

San Francisco/US

Urban

English

U3

M

28

BA

Senior Designer

Ohio/US

Urban

English

U4

F

24

BA

Editor

San Francisco/US

Urban

English

U5

F

28

BA + post-grad

Designer

Ohio/US

Urban

English

U6

F

28

BA + post-grad

Graphic Designer

New York/US

Urban

English

Analysis Methods:
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To analyze our interview results, we held a group interpretation session whereby
each group member walked through their respective interview notes, adding or
clarifying specific points for the rest of the group. These sessions were helpful, as
the group members who had not been in particular interviews often had specific
follow-up questions. Our group note-taker took down most of the key discussion
points as we worked.
The interpretation sessions enabled us to find some common threads between
interview subjects, their responses, and their experiences. We were also able to
begin understanding some of the differences that existed between people who
approached or used Threadless in different ways.

Findings and Recommendations
Summary Results
In general, as shoppers of Threadless products, our participants were both happy
with their experiences and invested in the Threadless culture. However, those
participants who reported participating in the community aspects of the site, though
supportive of the idea and opportunities Threadless represents, were more likely to
be critical and feel less committed to the community. The findings below are
centered around this duality of the happy shopper and the critical community
contributor. Our recommendations provide possible tools to encourage investment
and participation in the community, as well as avenues to continue the track record
of quality and desirability upon which Threadless has been built.

Key Findings & Recommendations
High Priority
Finding: The offline/global community is strong and requires only the
ownership of Threadless t-shirts to feel connected; in contrast, the online
community requires significant active participation in order to feel connected.
U4 and U5 noted that they felt as if they were a part of a larger Threadless
community, which provided a sense of community and inclusion. U2 noted that the
associated culture with Threadless could be seen as a drawback, and would
associate him too closely with the “hipster” population. None of the participants
interviewed felt connected to the online community. Those who had participated in
the online community actions, such as voting and submitting designs, only felt close
to the community when they were participating (A3), and even when participating
felt somewhat removed from the community (A1 and A6). This lack of connection to
the online community by users may lead to "trolling" and unproductive comments
and critiques. U1 mentioned the lack of civility in the online community as one of
the major drawbacks of the Threadless site.
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Recommendation: Encourage a stronger, more productive community by actively
engaging all members of the Threadless audience.
Currently, there seems to be a wide gap between the users who participate in online
discussions and those who do not. By providing more awareness of the
participation aspect of the site and further integrating the community into the site,
perhaps through such tactics as featured reviewers and badge systems, users may
feel closer to Threadless as a whole. Improving the online community may in turn
encourage greater loyalty and increase the quality of the site.
Finding: Recommendation and discovery through online media is a significant
prompt for entrance into Threadless.
In addition to traditional entrance pathways into the site such as the e-newsletter
(U5&U4) and direct site access (U2), half of our participants (U1, U3, U6) reported
accessing the site solely through posted links. These links appeared in online media
such as forums, twitter accounts, and design blogs. Often, the media is associated
with a particular design being praised. This was true for both designs that had
already been sent to print, or for designers requesting voting support for a potential
design. U3 mentioned that if he saw a shirt praised and enjoyedthe design, he would
likely purchase that shirt when he clicked through the link to Threadless.
Recommendation: Continue to support, update, and improve easy off-site linking
through social media buttons and short links.
It The presence of "share" boxes on both the voting pages and the shopping pages
indicate that Threadless is aware of the importance of sharing its designs through
online media. However, the path through which designs are shared and the
supported social media platforms differ depending on the page type (i.e., shop
product vs. design voting). Threadless should make the sharing experience
consistent to minimize confusion. Furthermore, the manner in which the designs
are shared show missed opportunities to promote the design being linked by
providing only generic descriptive text. Threadless should consider including an
"about" blurb or similar information to engage the social media audience.
Finding: Users have specific categorical interests and may attempt to filter by
these interests.
Four (U3,U4,U5,U6) out of our six participants spoke about looking for special
categories (e.g., ‘music’, ‘cutesy’, ‘scifi’) when browsing the t-shirts on Threadless.
U3, in particular, was interested in very specific categories and preferred to shop in
online stores that utilized a better category system, such as ThinkGeek. U3 & U5
also mentioned using personalized strategies to find t-shirts that interest them: U3
mentioned using search terms and U5 was able to detail the exact filtering options
she chose to narrow down the t-shirt results (e.g., color options, size, and style).
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Recommendation: Provide better tools by which users can search and view designs
that interest them.
Currently, Threadless provides tags and category options to filter product results,
but both options are hard to find on the site and may be under-utilized. Tags in
particular are hidden on the bottom part of the right sidebar in small text. It is also
unclear regarding from where the tags originate, as they do not seem to be usergenerated content. Providing a system, which would allow for better filtering and
viewing selections could both increase revenue and user satisfaction. Examples of
systems could be a recommender system based on user-preferences, providing
personalized newsletters and homepages, and allowing for user-generated tags. In
particular, any personalized option could include recommended forum postings and
followed designers/designs/categories to both encourage community investment
and purchase follow-through.
Medium Priority
Finding: From the design-community perspective, the quality of designs
accepted for print has declined, which negatively impacts the reputation of
Threadless.
"As much as I appreciate that anyone can submit, I think the site is too diluted with
bad designs. Perhaps certain criteria should be met." (U6) Three (U3,U1,U6) of our
six interviewees mentioned a concerning lack of quality in the general pool of
accepted designs on Threadless. Furthermore, it was stated that this lack of quality
prevented users from spending more than a few minutes on the site (U1, U6). Users
were unwilling to sift through all of the designs to find a design that appealed to
them. U3 mentioned that he would use off-site links to sift through designs for him,
so that he would not have to deal with viewing designs he believes to be of lowerquality. In addition, the proliferation of items available on Threadless other than tshirts, was believed to somewhat detract from the Threadless brand (U5), in much
the same way the lack of quality in the designs has done. These opinions were
solely held by the design professionals within our interview group.
Recommendation: Reconsider the criteria and/or system for accepted designs to
improve the quality of designs sent to print.
It is not clear how designs are ultimately chosen to be sent to print. Whatever the
criteria, Threadless may wish to consider how the design affects their image as a
trendy and design-oriented store. If the cache of Threadless declines in the eyes of
the design community, Threadless may lose some of its designers and supporters
who actively share and promote the site. Currently, a cursory look at accepted
designs shows that they do not usually stray much from a cumulative score of ~3.
The fact that these designs are not scoring above the neutral rating does not reflect
well on the current rating scale. Threadless should consider different types of
voting systems that may provide a better sense for what designs are more likely to
7
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be appreciated by the community. For example, a dichotomous yes/no (I'd wear
it/wouldn't be caught dead wearing it) vote may result in a better understanding of
how the design will be accepted by the community.
Finding: Participants viewed Threadless as a discovery platform and portfolio
for new designers in the design community.
U1 and U3 mentioned that Threadless is viewed or could be used as a portfolio
platform and discovery tool for artists. U5, when prompted to view an artist’s
profile page, reflected that she would be willing to use Threadless as a means to find
a talented illustrator. In addition, four of the participants applauded Threadless for
providing a means by which artists may express themselves and mentioned that the
user-generated content was one of the best aspects of the site.
Recommendation: Continue to support and actively promote individual designers and
not just their designs.
Currently, the site provides a very simple profile platform for designers. Working to
improve this platform and encouraging designers to provide more information may
help designers continue to invest in Threadless. In turn, invested designers may
more actively connect with the online community, helping to improve the site as a
whole.
Low Priority
Finding: Participants who mainly shopped at Threadless appreciated the
value and quality of the t-shirts available.
Five out the six participants interviewed mentioned that value was one of their top
priorities while shopping. Furthermore, participants were more likely to purchase
products when they were on sale. For example, U5 will only visit when the enewsletter mentions there is a $10 t-shirt sale. Participants also mentioned actively
saving particular designs to wait until the price was decreased before purchasing
them (U2). Additionally, both the physical quality of the t-shirts and the quality of
the designs themselves were commented upon as main reasons why the users
visited the site and purchased from the store.
Recommendation: Continue to cater to the value and quality-seeking population.
Threadless has already done an excellent job of catering to value-seeking users.
Through the interviews it has been clear that the abundance of sales that the site
provides is an active motivator for shoppers. However, the same value-seeking
participants mentioned being unwilling to purchase any of the other items (aside
from t-shirts) available on the site due to the high prices. In particular, U4
mentioned being unwilling to purchase hoodies for this reason. To increase revenue
and goodwill of a significant portion of their shopper-base, Threadless may consider
8
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providing similar sales for these items.

Discussion
We acknowledge that our study has some limitations. All participants of our study
live in urban areas and all the participants were US citizens. Though we know from
our stakeholder interview that 60% of Threadless users are persons outside the
United States, we were unable to identify international users for interviewing
purposes. All of our interviewees were familiar with the Threadless website,
however, none of the interviewed participants were strong, active Threadless
contributors. Additionally, the interviewees who participated in community actions,
such as voting, commenting, and submitting designs, did so in a very limited
manner. We were unable to interview Threadless “ambassadors” (i.e., community
leaders) or power users, who may have had very different perspectives on the
Threadless website and the motivations of joining and participating in the online
community. Had we been able to interview such an individual, some of our findings
might have differed.
Most of our participants were Mac users, with one PC user. Although this may shift
the balance slightly towards users of Macs, we were still able to gather some
information from the perspective of a PC user. Four out of the six interviewees were
employed in the design profession. This focus on the design community may have
biased the findings and recommendations towards a more critical design audience
than is true for the wider Threadless user base.
Due to the previously mentioned limitations, some questions remain unanswered -•
•
•

What are the basic characteristics and needs of power users, who actively
contribute both designs and commentary?
What functionalities do international users seek and are they finding their
needs answered with the current website?
What does a first time user think about this site/service?

These questions can be answered by a doing a study on a much larger number of
users within a much larger geographic territory. Such a group would include first
time, native and power users, designers, critics and more PC users. Participants
should come from a variety of backgrounds. Conducting personal interview sessions
is helpful and this study would ideally be done at several stages throughout the
redesign process.
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Conclusion
The people to whom we spoke about Threadless had all been involved in the site in
some way – either as a shopper, contributor or designer at one time. Even those who
no longer participated as active community members helped us to understand the
strong points and potential weak links about the Threadless experience and added
to our analysis.
Our interview process shed light on how users perceive the Threadless community
and their engagement with it. We recommend keeping a goal of converting the
“tangential” audience of Threadless shoppers into more active community members
in mind when approaching the website redesign. Doing so would help recruit users
who are already engaged on the site for significant periods of time while shopping
and browsing and thus are ideal candidates for providing meaningful contributions
to the community. In this same vein – the power of individual’s social networks and
the blogs that they read is incredibly central to motivating visits to Threadless.
Although Threadless already provides quite a few options for easy linking and
sharing, keeping this focus, and perhaps even increasing it will continue to drive site
traffic (and potentially votes/participation). Once, however, users get to the site,
they may be on the hunt for even more specialized facets or categories in search –
an area where Threadless could improve.
Other areas of focus for Threadless’s re-design include continuing to seek the
optimal balance between encouraging user submission and promoting high-quality
designs, maximizing site features that lead to designer discovery and following, and
continuing to keep the quality/value proposition of the actual products high.
Further user research will be required to achieve this balance.
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol
Interviewer disclaimer:
The purpose of this interview is to learn about how and why people, such as
yourself, use the Threadless website and participate in the Threadless community.
Your responses will be kept confidential and all responses will be anonymized
before analysis. If at any time you would like to skip a question, please feel free to do
so. Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project. As a token of
appreciation, all interviewees will have their names entered into a raffle for a $25
Threadless gift certificate; the winner of the raffle will be notified within two weeks.

Interview #
Interviewer:

Demographics
Age:
Sex:
Primary Occupation/Job Title:
Education Level
State of Residence/Country of Residence
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment?
Primary Language?

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
Comfort with technology?
What do you usually do online?
How long do you spend online per day?

Life in General
What do you do for fun? offline and online?
When you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
online?
Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art.
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What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 5 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.)
How long do you spend on Threadless usually?
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with?
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? Anything else? Tell me about that experience.
Were these actions enjoyable/fun? Why or why not?
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
What do you like most about Threadless?
What do you like least about Threadless?
Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on threadless that you were
unable to do?
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Appendix B: Interview Responses
USER 1

Interviewer: Jeannette Schroeder

Demographics
Age: 27
Sex: Male
Primary Occupation/Job Title: Graphic Designer for a sports team.
Education Level: College
State of Residence/Country of Residence: Ohio
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment? Urban
Primary Language? English

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
Mac Lion - work and home
Comfort with technology?
I’d say fairly comfortable, if not very comfortable. (but didn’t really know his OS)
What do you usually do online?
Whether it’s design blogs or just reading. I mean I work in sports, so I look at a lot of
that. And, the rest is just looking at design blogs for inspiration and so on. Some
shopping, not a lot, but some.
How long do you spend online per day?
I’m at my computer all day at work. Total everyday maybe 2 hours I’ll spend
messing around on the internet. I mean, that might be a little high, I’m not sure. I’m
just talking about me killing time or looking for inspiration or whatever. Or when
I’m at home.

Life in General
What do you do for fun? offline and online?
Uh, I like to go to shows. I used to play in a band so I really enjoy music. Spend time
with my friends. Again, I work in sports, so sporting events. Um, art shows, gallery,
I mean all kinds of things, but those would probably be the big ones.
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When you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
I think about the value, number 1, because obviously I’m not gonna spend...I mean I
don’t make a lot of money so I’m not looking to spend a lot of money on things like
apparel or whatever. It really depends, but value is definitely, it would have to king
for me.
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
online?
Uh, just my twitter feed.
Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art.
Um, outside of twitter, and I don’t know... I guess you could consider that an online
community, um that would be a...I have a facebook account but I try to use facebook
as little as possible. I mean, twitter that would be it for me.
Okay, so do you have an active twitter account or do you just read other people’s
tweets?
I have an active twitter account. I don’t tweet as much as I read. Uh, i use it, again I
work in sports so information is king for me, so guess I have an instagram account.
It’s things like that that are for ipod ipad iphone that instagram past the other two.
The only one I really use a lot is twitter.
What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?
Right now, pretty awful. Just the situation that we are in right now. Usually it’s
pretty relaxed and its fun because we’re in sports. It’s different, you know, we do
have a dress code and everything, not everyone follows it. Generally, there’s two
ways to look at it. There’s the culture that they want us to buy into and really
believe that this is at great as it gets. And, then there’s the other side of that coin.
And, it goes back and forth. Right now it’s really rough because we’ve been put in a
really bad spot with the lock out. We had a bunch of people leave our company and
we couldn’t hire due to the lock out. Now, we are all doing more with less. And we
just added two additional teams, so right now it’s not great. But, overall, they spend
a lot of time, all resources across the board, are spent on developing our culture. I
mean we have a book, Dan Gilbert, our owner has a book, called isms that are just
sayings and things, like “we eat our own dogfood” like we’re our biggest fans. And
things like that. I mean, I see the culture’s there, but I mean in times like this it’s just
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neglected when leadership just isn’t at its highest. In terms of your dress code at
work, it’s it suit and tie or do people where t-shirts at your work?
It’s suit and tie if you are sales. I fortunately am not, so it’s more laid back. Polo
shirts, obviously have got to have them tucked in. Nice pants nice shoes. And then
our fridays it’s a free for all and you can wear whatever you want, so and then
there’s people in the company who just don’t regard it at all and they just dress
however they want and they’re really are no repercussions so that’s just how it goes.

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
It was through Yayhurray, which I believe, I don’t know if you are familiar with it or
not. It’s online design community, it’s like a message board. Um, I’m not really an
active member, I just kind of looked. And they’re actually, the people who run that
message board or who originally did, were involved in with the ownership or the
startup of threadless. So, that’s how I found out about it. I knew from way back
when when it was more just a project going on, before they hit the ground.
So you saw it in its beta form?
Yeah, I remember it in its infancy. I remember the first designs, and a lot of the
people that submitted artwork and all that kind of stuff.
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
In the past, I looked at it I mean every so often. I’d say every two to three months. I
mean um, and I honestly haven’t been in quite some time. It’s probably been like
two years since I really looked. I mean that I probably have eight to nine shirts that I
purchased from there from forever ago, so I mean it’s not like I...I did use the site but
I was never someone who was there checking daily. And, even when I had art up
there that I was trying to get pushed through, you know, that like takes times, so it’s
not like its something that I check back daily and pushing and parading around
trying to get people to vote. That’s just not who I am. So, I guess I don’t use it too
regularly at all. And, I didn’t really in the past, again but I have made purchases
from there.
What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 5 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
Well, now a days, it’s, I mean when I see someone who I follow, probably in my
twitter feed, say hey I just got a new shirt released on threadless or so on. Like I
said, I know so many people that were involved in that realm or have been in some
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capacity in the past, that ever so often it creeps back into my twitter feed, or even
into my chain of thought and I’ll go see what they have available. But, it’s not, I
wouldn’t say that I spend hours looking at their site or anything. I’ll be there a few
minutes and then that will be that. It’s usually more along the lines of somebody in
particular has somehow, I mean I’ve seen something that they’ve posted or
whatever and then they’ve said something about that they have their art there or so
on. Yeah, something similar to that. Seldom do I go, and just you know... I guess I’m
not browsing their website on any regular basis just to see what they have. It’s
always like more of a special occasion, if even.
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.)
Usually, at home.
How long do you spend on Threadless usually?
Pretty short. Yeah, I mean I’m not flipping through everything. I mean, now it might
be different because I haven’t been there is so long that there might be a lot to look
at, but for the most part it’s usually just one or two shirts and then I’ll be gone.
Do you ever look at the designs that are being voted on or the comments?
Used to, but I never really spent a lot and how that makes sense. I mean I’m not a
fan of it. I don’t spend a lot of time voting or looking at artwork, or trolling around
and just being rude like some people are. I don’t have time for that kind of thing.
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with?
No, I do not. I mean I could rattle off a few of them, but I don’t visit them so that’s
not really. I guess threadless would be it. There was a point in time where I really
liked [slobdobe] and similar things he did, I’m talking about like in high school, so
that would be one. And, that’s really it. I mean, I never really bought into the t-shirt
fad, like crazy, and just started buying shirts from everywhere. I mean, I had a few
from threadless, and that’s about it.
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
I think the last experience I had with threadless had to be years ago. I had
submitted artwork for a shirt, and it was up for a day, and it ended up being taken
down because of copyright. Yeah, it was due to like... I had used a picture of a
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Zamboni and I guess, not even just the name but the likeness of a Zamboni is
trademarked by the Zamboni company so, they sent me this email saying ‘Hey, you
know we’ve had this happen before with the same subject matter. You know, we
just have to remove it.’ And that was honestly just the last time that I tried to put
anything through or submit art.
What about your previous experiences with submitting art?
No, I mean it’s always been pretty straightforward as far as how to do it and what to
do it. I think the tools that they provide to designers and people who are looking to
upload art its pretty self-explanatory, and I think they’ve done a good job with that.
And in terms of like, ordering things, I’ve never had any issues. I mean, everything I
ordered always arrived well on time and always the right size. I never had print
errors or anything like that. So, quality and value has always been there. I’ve never
really had any negative issues with that.
How many t-shirts do you think you’ve submitted?
I’d say like two or three if even.
Have any gone to print?
No.
Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? Anything else? Tell me about that experience.
Were these actions enjoyable/fun? Why or why not?
Have you participated at all in the scoring or commenting part of the community.
I have done that but only in the past for freinds for friends who have said, ‘hey i’ve
submitted art, help me get it pushed through and that kind of thing.’ I don’t spend
anytime looking through and saying ‘hey, this is great I’m going to vote with this.’
Again, I don’t spend much time there or much money there so it’s really kind of
irrelevant to me. And, it’s just one vote on my part. I mean, I’ve done it and I’ve
voted on designs in the past. But, only at the time where I’ve had art on the site, so I
guess I was more engaged with or I had a friend say “hey, my art’s up here. you
should go vote for it.”
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
No, and even with having like multiple friend that have had quite a few things there.
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I’ve never really had the connection with them just because I’ve never really had
artwork that’s been actually produced by them. And, I really haven’t put much effort
into having it produced either. So, I mean I know so many people involved in that
world. But, I feel like a disconnect, I don’t really feel like I’m a part of that community.
Could you talk a little bit more about that, like why you have that disconnect?
Well, again, I’m not really crazy about the process, and I’ve always kind of been of
the mindset that just do it yourself. And, there have been various points where I’ve
had either my shirts or one of my friends shirts um you know, we’ve screened
ourselves and sold them. I would just rather go that route, even over the fact that
you get so much more exposure at a place like threadless. You know, and there are
people who have had their careers just launched from this. But, that’s just never
really been, it’s just not been a focus of mine or an interest of mine to say, like, this is
how I’m going to do it and I’m just going to keep you know submitting art until I
finally break through. I just, I don’t know, I’ve had a couple of shirts designs from
the past that I’ve submitted and those were things that were leftover from either
other projects or just something randomly done. It was never - I’ve never really set
out with the goal, you know I’m going to get a threadless shirt. You know, some
people just, a lot of people do now. So, I mean I’ve always looked at the possibility
as something I could do, but never something that I felt I was required to do, needed
to do, or had to do. And, honestly I design quite a bit of apparel. I mean, I work for
not just the cavs but the lakeroy monsters, which is an angel hockey team. The ken
chars, which is an nba d league, which is a cavs minor affiliate. And the Cleveland
gladiators, which is an arena football team. So you know i have a great relationship
with my merchandise team. I do a lot of merchandise design, especially for the
giveaways and promotional nights. But, I mean there’s also been points in the last
year where 16% of the team shop, if not more, has been my product. So, it’s not that
I don’t have the interest in apparel, it’s just I’m not really. Again, threadless just
hasn’t really appealed to me. I never really set that as a goal to say, I need to do this,
I have to have art available on threadless. It’s just kind of been an option, but never
really too explored.
What do you like most about Threadless?
Well, yeah, I kind of think that they put a spotlight on a lot of great designers. I think
that’s pretty excellent. There’s how many people that have really had their careers
launched through it. I mean, it’s been a great door opener for a lot of people. I think
that’s awesome. I mean, the exposure’s awesome. I mean, the community is just, I
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mean any creative community has its pluses and minuses. I think there are a lot of
positives there and, I don’t know. It seems like an awesome company, but it’s just,
for whatever reason, there’s some kind of disconnect with me. I’m just not
anywhere near engaged as I was a few years ago. I mean, if we were having this
conversation three or four years ago, I feel like my tone would be a lot different.
Were you producing your own apparel three years ago?
Yes, and even toyed with startups multiple times. It just never ended up
materializing.
What do you like least about Threadless?
No, I mean I don’t really have anything terrible to say. Even counter-productive. I
mean it’s just they exist in my mind as not somewhere I visit a lot. Um, I don’t really
have anything too terrible to say.
Then, the one thing I would attack them for is that they get so many, I mean when
you open up a company like that to public submittal, you get so much garbage. The
ratio of garbage to good design or whatever is outrageous, and it’s just part of the
beast. But, you also create all those trolls and those people who just you know, they
look to badmouth everybody other than themselves, for whatever the reason
maybe. But, that’s really indicative of any message board, any online community, or
anything like that. And I don’t know if there is a way around that. Those would
really be my only negatives. I guess what I’m trying to say is that I prefer the design
community to be more of a hands on, collective, inspirational driver for everybody,
and not such a negative, like ‘oh my works better than yours’. I just don’t, that’s
such a turn off for me. And I feel like there’s a lot of that there, for whatever reason.
Do you think it’s related to having people who aren’t designers apart of the
community as well?
Sure, sure absolutely. But, just because you aren’t a designer, doesn’t mean that you
don’t have good taste.
Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on threadless that you were
unable to do?
nope.
Anything else?
Like I said, I think they are a great company. They’ve offered a lot for a lot of people.
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And they’re also the ones who kind of put their foot in the door first for how they
operate. I feel there have been so many knock offs and spin offs. Especially, hell,
look at the amount of artwork that has just been robbed from threadless. I mean
there are so many cheap knockoffs of shirts that were done for threadless that you
can get on ebay, wherever, and so obviously they are doing something right.
They’ve created a huge community, um, it’s open doors to anybody, same with
feedback, and I feel like again, they’ve kind of set the pace for a lot of other
companies that have started down a similar path where user submittal and user
votes decides what gets printed and that’s how they cover their asses, because that’s
how they get over printing that isn’t going to sell. So, it’s a really smart company, it’s
just not one of my interests.
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USER 2
Interviewer: Mariah Cherem

Demographic
Age: 26
Sex: M
Primary Occupation/Job Title: UX Analyst
Education Level: MSI
State of Residence/Country of Residence: South Bay Area
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment? Urban
Primary Language? English/Hebrew

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
Mac/laptop
Comfort with technology?
Very High (w/hardware as well as software)
What do you usually do online?
A lot of stuff... social networking, work docs & cloud-based, entertainment (watching
more than playing), organization, meet-ups
How long do you spend online per day?
3-4 hrs (personal)/3-4 hrs (work)

Life in General
What do you do for fun? offline and online?
competitive strength training, Jewish religious stuff, watch bad movies (fist of fear
touch of death)
When you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
I do really like novelty/art-y t-shirts - “I am known for them...to some extent when
you are into that kind of thing, you’re already paying a lot of money for tshirts.” At
the same time, I’ve only ever purchased shirts on sale.. I check the new designs, I
check the voting results, But when they have like multiple t-shirts for 10 or 20$.
You’re not going to comparison-shop for arty t-shirts” “The fact that the site is
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engaging means that I check it out/ but if i see a design that i really really like -- I’ll
look at it next time... I’ll keep my eye on it...I do check out Threadspotting... but
mainly look around for deals -- esp. the 6 for 10 deals
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
online?
Don’t really view advertisements -- but I have a bunch of friends who push things
thru their personal feeds and that’s how I find out about stuff
Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art.
Yes -- something awful forum member/sometimes. I’ll find shirts on SA-mart...
There’re also a couple of artists and silkscreeners on there/or their running designs
thru Threadless. I get gifts from SA/member of Amazon Prime (few tshirts/other
stuff -- from books/kindle/food/TV)
What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?
Worked at a Start-up... was a small team in a giant office, most of the company was
in India. CEOs would come in and out. Pretty friendly, most of the people who were
there were in some way connected to art - really into games.

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
They had a talk at UCLA/an open forum. I worked in event services and systems as
an AV tech & arcade tech... so I found out and I heard some of it and it seemed cool
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
About once every 2 wks (being more involved in the comm might bump up
involvement)
What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 5 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
I just go now and then on a whim -- no specific prompts
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.)
At work, on a lunchbreak, sometimes when at home. I’m not going to spend a couple
hours...
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How long do you spend on Threadless usually?
Just 5-15 min.
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with?
There are other site where i buy shirts (z tees, a few others, something awful links,
etc./there are some companies that sell brand names that are unlicensed. I do buy
from all kinds of different sources... Sometimes Thinkgeek. But I don’t always
remember their names. I remember Threadless “a thing”
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
Went on, browsed for 5-10 min. Checking out comments and high votes, looking at
designed he had looked at previously to check if they might be on sale (PacMac
example)
Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? (checks out what other ppl have to say)
Anything else? Tell me about that experience. Were these actions enjoyable/fun?
Why or why not?
Hasn’t voted or added a design, but always pays attention to others’ votes.
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
“I’m a part of other web communities... I can see the Threadless comm/and I’m a
member of other online communities”
What do you like most about Threadless?
The quality of the art/designs - great selection, really interesting, easy to nav and
find -- the quality of the shirts are really good/now they have other clothing/tagless.
I like both the breadth of what they have, and overall quality.
What do you like least about Threadless?
Sometimes I think people may judge me for wearing their t-shirts (is it an annoying
hipster aesthetic?) There’s prob a whole sub set of the site that has t-shirts i would
never buy (ex: fixies) BUT, the people who are really involved are really into fashion
or art, and some are hipsters, but they’re OK about. But would I want to talk about
them at parties? Not really.
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Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on Threadless that you were
unable to do?
No, not really. At one point I was using a Groupon and they didn’t make me enter in
extra billing info., which impressed me. I haven’t really wanted anything out of it
that I haven’t been able to do.
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USER 3
Interviewer: Jeannette Schroeder

Demographics
Age: 28
Sex: M
Primary Occupation/Job Title: Senior Designer
Education Level: BA
State of Residence/Country of Residence: OHIO
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment? Urban
Primary Language? English

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
At home computer: macbook pro - snow leopard. iphone
Comfort with technology?
Very comfortable. As far as using technology, I feel like I am an expert. What it
comes to hardware, I’d consider myself inadequate.
What do you usually do online?
I absorb things. I look at lots and lots of stuff. I waste a lot of time. Spend time at a
few constant sites. If it links me out to anything new, then I’ll spend time on them as
well.
How long do you spend online per day?
10 hours - leisure time and work.
Life in General
what do you do for fun? offline and online?
play video games, brew and drink beer, play raquetball, play with cats, go on the
internet
when you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
Price is important only to a certain aspect. Most of the times if I like it I don’t care.
For some things like t-shirts or posters I think if the rarity or edition numbers are
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interesting to me. I like to buy things that are parts of editions or more rare. Other
than that, shopping on line I generally just look for something that’s within my
interests and something that I think is cool. That’s about it.
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
online?
Right now it’s primarily reddit. A couple of years ago it would have been a different
site I guess. But, right now reddit is my primary. I have a lot of design blogs sort of
booked off that I check through so sometimes things leak in through there.
Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art.
Yes I do. Reddit. I am in an anime and manga forum I’ve been a member for five or
six years that I check on daily.
are you actively participating in these communities?
These are only ones that I provide content or responses to. I was for a while
youtube but that’s kind of become over saturated with things so I don’t do that
anymore. Um, those might be the only ones. Really, within the past five years I’ve
really toned everything down to reddit because its easier.
What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?
(see U5’s response - same work)

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
It was a long time ago. I’m not too positive. My assumption would probably be that
there were design links off to uhh, back then would have been 4chan that I clicked
on and went there. But, um, like a long time ago me and my buddies were starting
up t-shirt company, so threadless was something that we looked at a lot then, as
well. That was like several years ago, so I don’t know.
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
Um, now a days it’s less frequent. It’s whenever something catches my eye or is
linked elsewhere and takes me there. Then, I’ll sort of start searching around. So,
maybe once every other month now is about when a cool design falls in my lap and I
go and check it out. Then, when I get in there I’ll search around a bit more.
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What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 5 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
Now, it’s like my only motivation to go threadless these days is literally because I’ve
seen something that is on there that I want or want to look into. Um, I used to have
a lot of friends that submitted designs so I used to go there pretty much weekly to
vote and be a part of that. But, it’s been a good year and a half since I’ve done that.
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.)
I’m anywhere, really. Because I’m checking sort of sites that work on my mobile and
at home. So, it’s kind of wherever I see something and go. But, if I’m going for the
intent of shopping or if I’m going to purchase, it’s usually home.
How long do you spend on Threadless usually?
Usually, probably not too long. Maybe 15 minutes because I’ll know a few key
words to search and I think I still have a few older designs saved off in my account
so I can see when they get reprinted.
They’re older designs by others that I’ve selected to be notified if they get reprinted.
Okay, so you are following designs?
So to speak. They make it easy so I don’t really have to follow them too much.
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with?
For t-shirts, I’ll get a lot of tshirts from thinkgeek and outside of that...there’s no
necessarily design related sites I go to that I can purchase off of at least. Sexy
sweaters is awesome site to go to, but you can’t buy any of that. They don’t sell
them, they’re all kind of fake. But they are these ridiculously amazing sweaters.
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
Last thing I bought off of threadless was a Princess Leia t-shirt. That was linked
from a site called LikeCool which is one of many design blogs that I search so, I
followed the link there. I already immediately knew I wanted the shirt so I
purchased it. I was at work, so I think I cruised around for maybe five minutes and
then I didn’t see anything else. And, that was pretty much the extent of my last visit.
So, it was going straight there to purchase something I saw. Didn’t stay too long.
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Is that typical behaviour for you on threadless?
Uh, yeah lots of times. I’ll sometimes go as far as to try and search the tees and
things like that. But, like, not so much as a site like ThinkGeek where they kind of
categorize out shirts by actual genres that interest me. I might spend a little bit
more time there, just because I can just click on something that I want apparel of
and cruise through all the pages versus having to search, so.
Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? Anything else? Tell me about that experience.
Were these actions enjoyable/fun? Why or why not?
I personally haven’t submitted anything. I have scored t-shirts and I’ve rated for
reprints. A lot of that was for when my friends were doing it, so not only would I
obviously go on and vote their’s up but just kind of, I got into a weekly habit of just
cruising all of the shirts and just sort of. It was less of voting for the ones I wanted
printed and more of not voting for the ones I didn’t. I like the fact there was that
filter there of sort of taste level. At that time at least, they didn’t have too many
crappy shirts. I think now a days you have to search through a lot more pages of not
so great designs because more stuff gets through. Yeah, it wasn’t that their system
was more any different, it was just that their community was smaller so it was a lot
easier to keep only good designs up. It was my just duty for a while.
Did you enjoy doing that?
Yeah, I mean that. I don’t know if was necessarily because it was threadless or just
because it was t-shirts. Voting on things on the internet is always entertaining, so...
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
I wouldn’t necessarily say I am anymore. I have a few threadless shirts that I wear
on occasion, nowhere near as many as I used to and I don’t really vote or do any of
that kind of stuff anymore, so probably not.
Why do you feel like you aren’t apart of that community anymore?
Um, I think it is because that I don’t involve myself as much as I would have to to
deem myself apart of the community. I don’t know, I’ll on occasion do purchases,
but to me I have to actually physically involve myself with it, whether it’s voting or
submitting my own designs or doing some sort of content help to be a part of the
community, I gues.
What has changed from the year and a half ago when you were more active?
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I think the biggest thing was the shear amount of designs, and the shear amount that
get approved on. I remember back when I started, there was a lot less designs and it
was literally smaller t-shirt runs, so they would sell out in a couple days so you
would have to vote them back into reprint. Which, to me it was a lot cooler. It
seems like now there is so many designs, and they don’t really get out of stock too
fairly often. I mean then still do but, it just sort of over-saturated now. I like the
rarity aspect that’s for sure. And I just feel like if there is something really cool it
will find its way out of Threadless and into sort of other avenues that I journey in.
So, it sort of saves search time.
What do you like most about Threadless?
The thing I like most about it, is just literally the fact that its user-content driven
designs. I mean thats, it’s not like we joked about cafe press earlier. It’s not like a
site where you know they are getting shit only produced. They’ll take someone’s
design and they’ll produce it with a good quality, so I think that’s really cool.
What do you like least about Threadless?
The over-saturation of not as high quality art that’s been on there that’s been on
there is the past years. Like, this one I’m looking at right now, it’s hideous.
Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on threadless that you were
unable to do?
Um, no I can’t say that... I mean to me it’s kind of just a t-shirt shop and it’s pretty
straightforward. I don’t think there’s anything really deeper than that that I’ve
needed.
So, first and foremost, do you see Threadless as a shop?
Yeah, well I mean there is the art community aspect to it. But, the only reason it
exists is as a shop. So, yeah, I would see it first and foremost as a shop, and then
secondly as a gallery for young artist’s work.
[U5 in background: Have you seen their store in Chicago?]
It’s a site...having a store seems silly. I don’t think I’ve purchased clothes from a
store in a long time.
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USER 4
Interviewer: Shelle Hyde

Demographics
Age: 24
Sex: Female
Primary Occupation/Job Title: Editor
Education Level: Bachelors, French & Linguistics
State of Residence/Country of Residence: California/USA
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment?: Urban
Primary Language? English

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
Windows, XP; mobile
Comfort with technology?
pretty comfortable - one a scale of 1-10, 7
What do you usually do online?
Work; on computer, email, chat, shopping
How long do you spend online per day?
Work: 8 hours, 3 hours personal

Life in General
what do you do for fun? offline and online?
Hang out with friends, yoga, reading (offline)
when you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
just to find something you can’t find in stores (online), especially if not feeling like
going out. has shopped online since teen.
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
online?
Don’t know - usually work, or boredom (friends send links, she’ll check them out on
her own time), or... sometimes listens to sermons online.
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Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art
not including facebook, nope..
What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?
Really relaxed; for both work and personal

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
When in High School, her friend always wore really cute tees, was told it was
threadless, and she has shopped and checked back there frantically ever since.
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
signed up for newsletter - goes online each time she has a newsletter; once a week,
sometimes once every two weeks.
What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 5 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
newsletters, sales
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.)
at work
How long do you spend on Threadless usually?
average of about 20 minutes; if there’s a bunch of new stuff, she’ll be on during
lunch break; otherwise, 10-20 minutes.
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with?
Shirtloop (have daily emails); Headline shirts (in SF).
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
Got email today about a sale; was looking at reprints - sometimes the shirt you want
is no longer available (you can vote for it to be reprinted). Yes - just browsing, and
then checking to see the diff shirts.
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Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? Anything else? Tell me about that experience.
Were these actions enjoyable/fun? Why or why not?
Has never submitted anything to threadless, but buys lots of shirts. Doesn’t think
she’s ever scored/commented. Usually checks at work - they ask you to login, and
sometimes she wants to browse; “it’s not worth it to log in to say something’s very
pretty.”
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
“Not the online community, but globally, yes - there’s a culture that comes with the
shirt.”
What do you like most about Threadless?
the different designs - there is a good mix of designs; not always super artsy. has
specific interests (Mozart, etc) - the designs are very witty, tasteful (hard to come
by) they have music shirts. You don’t find tees like this in stores.
What do you like least about Threadless?
Some of the hoodies can be very expensive - more than they are worth;
Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on threadless that you were
unable to do?
well, it wasn’t their fault; she missed a sale, didn’t know until it was over.
Who do you think this site appeals to? What do you think you are “being a part of”
when you make purchases or interact with this site? Demographic, what people do
for a living, etc.
”people who like to collect tshirts; there’s so many different types. It’s for people
who are very culturally aware - most of the popular tshirts; if you don’t really “get
it”, if you live under a rock, you won’t understand why it’s funny.”
Usually working people (usually not students) people in their 20’s working already;
also sees families in threadless (baby sizes!) demographic: middle class, working.
What do you think defines the site’s audience?
The layout itself is pretty simple - she likes how the site is witty (but isn’t certain
what attribute does it). The design has a sense of humor, which she likes. get to
choose between guys and girls
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USER 5
Interviewer: Jeannette Schroeder

Demographics
Age: 28
Sex: F
Primary Occupation/Job Title: Designer (Graphic Designer at a Design Firm)
Education Level: BA + Professional School (portfolio school) - certificate program
State of Residence/Country of Residence: Ohio, USA
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment? Urban
Primary Language? English

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
Macbook Pro home - previous version. 10.4. At work: Mac Tower Lion
Comfort with technology?
Getting on computer, accessing internet to find things, adobe programs and
microsoft programs, basic troubleshooting
What do you usually do online?
gmail, facebook, reddit, news - cnn.com (once a day)
How long do you spend online per day?
3-4 hours of leisure. ~4 hours more for work.

Life in General
what do you do for fun? offline and online?
Bake, baking classes, indoor soccer, go to gym.
when you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
“I’m looking for value quite a bit. Price is really important right now.”
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
online?
Learned about reddit from U3 (boyfriend). Learn a lot things from U3. He’s online
24/7. I’ll find it on facebook. People post links. Sam will send links to us at work -
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inspiration links. Aarons will send us link over instant messenger.
I:“It’s mostly from personal contacts”. U5 - Yeah.
Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art.
Facebook, Linkedin.
What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?
Pretty casual/professional when meeting with clients, inspire creativity, don’t have
to dress up. 65% of people wear t-shirt. “They want us to set up our desks, decorate
our cubes. You don’t have to dress up - I wear t-shirts and jeans everyday.” “Client
people tend not to wear Jeans. Because they are interacting with clients more so
they need to dress nicely.” U3 - people within the department are more likely to
dress casually “400% more”.

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
Through previous boyfriend - got a gift certificate from him and so started wearing
them. Saw him wearing it and asked where we he got it from. He would always get
compliments from people at school “Where did you get that cool shirt”.
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
Once a week (mostly in the past, because want to save money). “Every black friday
for sure. Whenever I get an email that says they have special deals I’ll check it out”.
What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 10 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
whenever gets an email that says there is a special price.
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.) at home.
How long do you spend on Threadless usually? 20 minutes, have to search through all of the girl medium designs. “That was a
newer setup from what I originally knew, when I first started buying them. Because
I had to go through all of the designs. They didn’t have them separated. You had to
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click on the t-shirt and then you would have to find out from there that they were
sold out from your size.”
“They would always have it in the size, but it would be sold out.”
“Current system, you can say that I want a girly top in size medium, and then you
can select the color you want.”
The original way they had it set up but it was more complex to see the actual design.
Now you can hover over it or something. I hated having to click on each original
design. They had the person wearing the shirt, you would have to click on that and
wait for it.
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with? - different t-shirt sites.
ThinkGeek is one possible one. “Threadless has more of the styles that I enjoy. The
other ones, the designs aren’t that great. Threadless is a good deal for what I’m
getting. I wish that I could hover over the images and so you can see it up close on
the person. Would like to quickly go through it and see “oh yeah - that’s what that
is.””
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
Black Friday: “I clicked on shop, clicked on girly, clicked on size medium, and then
clicked on style which was a tee. And then I tend to click on of course the price. I
start from the cheapest price and I work my way up to the more expensive.”
What are you looking for?
“I’m not reading anything. I’m solely looking at the graphics to see if I - if they are
clever or cutesy.” “Colors are important to me because there are certain colors I
wouldn’t want to wear” “Sometimes I remember I looked for wall decals and I’ve
bought two little baby outfits before.” “It looks like they have a lot more stuff now.
They’ve started to get the different girly styles in.”
Is that appealing to you?
“Yes and no, because there is something cool about it being kept simple, instead of
trying to expand into all these different little niches. Again, i’m just looking at these
bags and they are all like forty bucks so I’m not going to get them. I go here because
I can feel like I can get cute shirts for a good price. I think too the biggest things is
that they use american apparel t-shirts so that they are super comfortable. The
things is that they will shrink like crazy and sometimes a medium with fit differently
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from other mediums. They’re not consistent, it’s what I’m trying to say.”
Anything else you want to talk about
“I wish...I just wonder, I guess I should click on one of these things to see what it
goes to. I know they usually have blurbs about the designer or something. The thing
is, I don’t know why I’ve never gone to those. Oh there it says about the designer
and it has their website and it has their website. Oh that’s cool.” “It never occurred
to me to explore other stuff they may have done. It’s kind of cool too because you
can use this as, if you are searching for an illustrator - for work - I can look at what
they’ve done. So that’s kind of cool.”
Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? Anything else? Tell me about that experience.
Were these actions enjoyable/fun? Why or why not?
“I bought the threadless wall decals, but not off the threadless site.” “I’ve never
voted. I just go to buy.”
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
“It’s an interesting question. I wouldn’t feel a part of the online community with like
voting and checking out the designers and all that, but I feel sort of “specialness” by
wearing threadless all the time. I like that it’s threadless. A lot of times if I say to
someone, ‘Oh, I got this on threadless’ they know what I’m talking about. I don’t
know, I think its because it seems like kind of a cool brand.
What’s cool about the brand?
“I think it’s cool that they provide a means for people to submit designs that can be
shared with others and that you can purchase them at a decent price.”
“ I’ve considered submitting to threadless before, but I felt that I just felt that any of
my stuff wasn’t worthy of being submitted. I don’t know I’d have to do something
for threadless, and not use something I’ve done and then submit it.”
What do you like most about Threadless?
“I like the variety of t-shirts, I like more so now the organization is made a little bit
easier for me to navigate, um I like how frequently they update their designs that
they have new ones every week. They offer them at good prices for the most part. I
like that they allow anyone and everyone to submit and to get voted upon.”
What do you like least about Threadless?
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“Now that I’m seeing how they are branching off into all these other little categories.
I don’t really like that. I feel like threadless, they started out being all about the tshirts. Now, they are almost spreading themselves a little thin, and it’s kind of like. I
don’t know, I just have this issue with them taking their designs and slapping them
on like a water bottle and then being like, let’s sell that too.”
Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on threadless that you were
unable to do?
“Oh man, I know one frustrating thing. I’ve had this happen in the past. I don’t
know if it’s been updated. So, I’ll pick a design. I choose a size that I wanted, and I’ll
say add to cart. And then, before...let’s see now what happens. [trying the action on
the site]. Yeah, see it just happened. What happens is that I’ll click on it, and I’ll say
add to cart. You have to like start over from the beginning and then you have to go
back to your design.
I want to be able to click on the design, choose what I want. Adds to my cart. And
then I want to be able to go back to where I was and continue shopping.
Okay, so it loses your place for where you were browsing.
“Yeah, and it says my cart is empty. Does that make sense?”
“So, things like that in the past. I would go to my cart at the end not realizing, and
then my cart would be empty. I had like four shirts I was wanting to buy. So that’s
like the main thing I get annoyed with. It’s a big thing.”
“Does it say return to shopping?! No. You get here and then you have go back to
shop -> girly and start a new and it’s so annoying. If you were multiple pages in,
then it starts you fresh again.
[U3 shows U1 how to open a new tab and then add to cart so she won’t loose her
place]
“You shouldn’t have to add a new tab. That’s annoying. I shouldn’t have to open
twenty tabs just because I want twenty shirts.”
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USER 6
Interviewer: Jeannette Schroeder

Demographics
Age: 28
Sex: F
Primary Occupation/Job Title: Graphic Designer
Education Level: Grad School (portfolio school)
State of Residence/Country of Residence: New York, USA
Urban/Suburban/Rural environment? Urban city
Primary Language? English

Technology/Experience
Computing Environment? (i.e., Mac v. Windows, version, bandwidth, mobile-only)
Mac, highspeed internet, iPhone with 3g and iPad with wireless
Comfort with technology?
very comfortable
What do you usually do online?
chat, web browse, shop, social media, blog, pay bills, watch movies/tv
How long do you spend online per day?
8 hrs

Life in General
what do you do for fun? offline and online?
design, craft, mobile games, go to concerts, watch movies, try new restaurants/bars,
explore nyc
when you shop, what do you take into consideration? value? social responsibility?
speed? community?
I take into consideration value and quality. Price is probably the most important to
make sure I feel what I’m paying is worth the value of the product. I also like when
the company is being socially responsible, but it’s not the most important factor. I
also tend to gravitate more to small bussineses/start ups/local.
What media (or persons) do you look to for information on how to spend your time
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online?
I follow a lot of people on twitter, including design resources, new people and
magazines.
Do you participate in any online communities regularly? For example, deviant art.
I’m often a passive user - I look at a lot of things on these kinds of sites but don’t
often rate or like things.
What’s your culture like at work? Relaxed? Professional? How about in your
personal life?
It’s pretty relaxed at work and same in my personal life.

Experience with Site
How did you first hear about Threadless?
From a friend years ago.
How often do you visit the Threadless website?
Perhaps 3 times a month.
What prompts you to visit Threadless? (e.g., newsletters, the 5 dollar t-shirt sales,
upcoming birthday)
I often see designs on other sites and blogs i follow and will click on the link to
Threadless.
Where are you when you are most likely to visit Threadless? (i.e., at work, at home,
waiting for the bus using mobile, etc.)
Home
How long do you spend on Threadless usually?
a few minutes
Are there any other similar sites that you spend time with?
Not tshirt sites, but other submit your design sites like minted.com
Tell me about your most recent experience with threadless. What did you do? Is
this a normal behavior for you? If not, tell me about another experience that
represents a “normal” visit.
Most recently, I visited threadless to view a shirt I saw on a blog
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Have you ever purchased anything from threadless? submitted a design/logo?
scored or commented on any design? Anything else? Tell me about that experience.
Were these actions enjoyable/fun? Why or why not?
I have purchased shirts, submitted a design, scored and commented on designs. All
of the actions were enjoyable. I love to shop and I love looking at clever and funny
designs and designs relevant to things I like and rating them higher hoping they’ll
get printed.
Do you feel as if you are a part of the Threadless community?
I don’t necessarily feel part of the community because I don’t submit often. The one
time I did submit I felt more invovled.
What do you like most about Threadless?
I like it’s openness and encouragement to put your work out there and be seen. I like
that you can get feedback from virtual strangers and vice versa.
What do you like least about Threadless?
As much as I appreciate that anyone can submit, I think the site is too diluted with
bad designs. Perhaps certain criteria should be met.
Is there any action that you’ve wanted to complete on threadless that you were
unable to do?
no
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Appendix C: User Personas & Scenarios
User personas are general user profiles formed by the composite characteristics of
real users. For the purpose of this report, these characteristics were formed using
information gained from interviews with our client, participant interviews, and time
spent reviewing and using the site by team members. Personas should be used as
guidance for understanding who uses the site and for what reasons.
Scenarios are use-case stories written with the individual persona characters in
mind. Scenarios detail more specifically how different users approach and use the
site. These scenarios are not exhaustive, but they do represent the main actions we
expect users to complete when on the Threadless site.
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Vincent Price

The Designer

Junior Graphic Designer - Age 23 - Income 35k

Threadless is a great door-opener for a designer.
The exposure is awesome.

Lifestyle Characteristics
Vincent is a Junior Graphic Designer at a small marketing
Computing Environment

Windows
Macintosh

firm in New York. When he’s not working, Vincent hangs
out at the indie rock club that’s just around the corner
from his apartment and often spends hours playing
Foosball with his friends. They often joke about the latest

Online Location

Home
Mobile
Work
Computer Skills

Novice
Intermediate
Expert

memes found on Reddit.
At work, the atmosphere is very casual, and almost
everyone, except for the Sales team, wears jeans and
t-shirts to work. Advertising is a very up and down
business. When there’s no work on the table, Vincent likes
to doodle in his sketchbook.
A few of his co-workers have seen his designs, and
he’s gotten some positive feedback. However, they’re
a slightly older crowd, and most of them just “don’t

Goals

To get feedback
To build a portfolio
To get exposure
To be inspired

get” his designs. Instead of relying on his contacts at
work, he often uploads his designs online to sites such
as Threadless to get better feedback. Eventually, he
wants to open up his own design shop and get out of the
advertising business. NYC is a tough place, and to make
it you need a few groupies to start a positive buzz.

Vincent Price

The Designer

SCENARIO
Vincent has been toying with a T-shirt design for a few weeks, which is based off a
new meme that has been circulating around the internet lately. After getting the nod
of approval from his friends, he decides to go ahead and submit it to Threadless.
Having submitted designs before, it only takes him a few minutes to download the
template file, put in a few last touches on his vector program, and upload it to the
site. The whole process is very painless, and he soon receives a confirmation email
from the site.
After submitting the new design, Vincent views his profile to see if his other designs
have received any new comments or votes. One of his designs, Darth Vadar Emoticon, has been getting a lot of attention, so he decides to click through to view the
whole comment stream. There are a few trolls on the stream, but for the most part the
community has been very positive about the design.
He knows that the best way to get his designs pushed through to print is to post the
link on social media. Using the share link provided, he copies the URL and shares it
through his Twitter account with an @mention to one of his most connected friends. A
few days later, his vote stats are high, and his new design is gaining some ground. He
has high hopes that at least one of his designs will be printed soon.

Lindsay Coburn

The Contributor

Undergraduate Student - Age 19 - Income 10k

I have a lot of friends who submit designs, so I
like to go on and support them. Also, I use the
voting as a sort of taste-filter to keep the junk
from getting through.

Computing Environment

Windows
Macintosh
Online Location

Home
Mobile
Work
Computer Skills

Novice
Intermediate
Expert

Lifestyle Characteristics
Lindsay goes to school at University of WisconsinMadison and works part-time as a barista at Cool Beans,
a campus coffee shop. In her non work and school time,
she’s pretty social. She loves to hang out with friends
and spends tons of time on Facebook (either from her
Macbook or on-the-go from her phone). She doesn’t have
much cash since she’s a student, but considers herself
to have a solid eye for style -- she loves to windowshop (and occasionally buy one special thing) in local
boutiques, thrift shops and flea markets.
She hates the term “hipster” but at the same time
describes herself as a part of a sort of “bohemian”

Goals

To discover new artists
To browse designs
To support friends

scene. She’s interested in supporting “emerging artists”
and small businesses, and has one more year of school.
Once she completes college, she plans to work in a small
local non-profit supporting underrepresented artists or
serve in some similar position combining creativity and
community-building.
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Lindsay Coburn

The Contributor

SCENARIO
Lindsay has friend of a friend who’s a graphic designer. This friend, Ben, recently
posted a link to his Facebook feed about the fact that he’s submitted a design to
Threadless and encouraging people he knows to vote for his design. Lindsay has
followed and admired Ben’s design work for a little while, and so she clicks through
the link to check out the shirt design on Threadless. Looking at the design, she thinks
it’s worthy of actually making it to production, and so she clicks to vote. When she
clicks on a number to register her vote (a 4), she’s prompted to login. Although she’s
momentarily annoyed, she realizes that she’ll need to register for an account in order
to lend her supportive vote to Ben. She creates and activates a Threadless account.
After Lindsay votes on Ben’s shirt, she starts voting on designs of others she
doesn’t know personally -- particularly focusing on designs that seem to have an
environmentally or socially conscious message. She tries to find such designs by
searching for keywords like “recycle,” “tree,” and “green.” When this search turns up
a particular design she likes a lot, she clicks on the designer’s name to see what else
they may have either submitted and/or gotten produced.
Lindsay likes the idea of supporting freelance and “emerging” designers. After
her first experience voting, she’s more curious about Threadless and continues to
participate when prompted, though she doesn’t necessarily think to initiate a visit on
her own. However, whenever she notices a link mentioning Threadless on Facebook,
twitter, or blogs, she goes back to the site and spends time voting on designs.
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Carla Simmons

The Shopper

IT Consultant - Age 31 - Income 65k

I shop at Threadless because I can get cute shirts...
I’m not there to read anything. I’m solely looking
at the graphics. It’s not worth it to log in to say
something’s pretty.

Computing Environment

Windows
Macintosh
Online Location

Home
Mobile
Work

Lifestyle Characteristics
Carla is a successful consultant at SalesForce, preparing
to place a down payment on her first house in the next
year. She is a socially conscious, environmentally-savvy
professional, who loves to try the newest things - from
health crazes to unique t-shirt designs. Carla started
doing yoga last year and is currently planning a garden
for the house she’s buying.

Computer Skills

Carla enjoys shopping online during her lunch break, not

Novice
Intermediate
Expert

only for herself; she often buys cute clothes and gifts for
her friends’ children. Threadless t-shirts are a particular
favorite of hers to shop - she feels they add character
and spunk to her wardrobe.

Goals

To pass time
To shop for self &
friends
To be unique

Her best friend introduced her to the website years ago,
and Carla loves the variety of designs that are available.
She also has a Threadless print that she purchased a
month ago that is being saved to go in her future house,
which she is planning on decorating with the same pizazz
that has made her wardrobe so spunky.

Carla Simmons

The Shopper

SCENARIO
Carla loves shopping, clothes, and things that stand out. She is subscribed to a number
of mailing lists for boutiques and online shops. Carla checks her personal email
account during her lunch break and is excited to see a new Threadless newsletter in
her inbox. The last time she received a notification, she found a cute Mozart-themed
shirt for $5, so she knows that she’s likely to find good deals at Threadless. After
opening the email, she follows the provided link to the Threadless website Shop
section. There are so many new, quirky designs available that she pulls out her lunch
and starts eating as she browses through each new design. Ten minutes and a few
dozen t-shirt designs later, she clicks on the “Clearance” category of the website to
see if any of the older designs she’s noticed previously are on sale. To her delight,
Carla finds a tee that she’d admired previously for only $10! She adds the shirt to
her cart and keeps on browsing.
After viewing a few more designs, Carla remembers that she had been intending to
by a “Dr. Hoo” onesie for her baby nephew, so she enters that into the search bar at
the top of the Threadless page. When she opens the result, however, she is dismayed
to find out that all the onesies are sold out for this design, so she votes for a reprint,
since that is as easy as clicking a button, before moving on to the next design. Carla
realizes her lunch break is almost over, so she quickly clicks on her smiling shopping
cart and successfully places an order for the shirt she’d placed in the cart earlier.
Feeling accomplished - and excited to have found a new top - Carla closes the
browser and heads back to her office to continue working.

